
 

Transcription of LCCC OTN Lead Team 
Video: Occupational and Environmental 
Safety Degrees in NE Ohio 

At time 00:00:02:  Music playing and screen says “Want a Challenging and Rewarding Career?” 

At time 00:00:07 :  Music playing and screen says “ Interested in Science, Health and Engineering?” 

At time 00:00:10:  Music playing and screen says “CHOOSE” 

At time 00:00:13:  Music playing and screen says “Occupational & Environmental Safety Degrees in 

Northeast Ohio” with logos of both Lorain County Community College and Cuyahoga Community College 

At time 00:00:15:  Video begins of male speaking begins. He says: “Hello my name is Tyler Jindra. I am 

currently 25 years old. I’ve been working with Safety Controls Technology for about four and a half 

years. My job title here is Safety, Research and Field Analyst. 

At time 00:00:27:   Video begins of a new male speaking. He says: “Hi, I’m Rob Medlock. I’ve been 

working in the safety profession for approximately 40 years. I started in 1977 as a rookie OSHA inspector 

and worked my way up to become the area director of the Cleveland OSHA office. I’ve seen a number of 

folks grow in the industry and I’ve seen the industry change and become more progressive.” 

At time 00:00:47:   Video changes to a factory floor and then goes back to the first male that spoke and 

he says : “Everywhere I go, and I mean nobody is perfect, everywhere I go someone has some sort of 

safety issue. I believe this is a huge aspect in 2017 because people are just unaware.” 

At time 00:00:67:  Video changes back to the second male speaking and he says: “The need for quality 

people has always been  in demand, more so today with rules and regulations, more technical, stricter 

and subject to interpretation (video changes to a stack of thick regulation handbooks). If you look at this 

career path, it’s one of the most valuable I can think of.—at least it has been for me. You get to make a 

difference in the workplace. You get to prevent injury and illnesses from occurring.” (videos of workers 

on the job shown) 

At time 00:01:18:  Video changes back to the first male that spoke: “People who are currently thinking 

about going to school and pursuing a degree in Safety or in Occupational Health, I’ll encourage you. It is 

definitely a great feeling to learn (videos interspersed of workers using equipment).It is entertaining. 

There are just so many different topics and so many different manufacturing facilities that do so many 

different things that you can pursue a certain expertise and a certain topic.” 

At time 00:01:37:  Video changes back to the second male who spoke and he says:” I encourage you to 

make sure you stay on this career path. I can tell you there a lot of opportunities in the Safety and 

Health arena and you probably won’t find a career more rewarding.  



 

At time 00:01:49:  Back to video of the first male speaking. He says: “Coming in every day and looking in 

the mirror and saying that I can help somebody out or I did help somebody out that day—it’s a great 

feeling.” 

At time 00:01:56:  Final slide with Cuyahoga Community College logo at top, the words “Contact us 

today!” in the middle of the slide and the name and contact information for Lisa Novosat-Gradert at the 

bottom of the slide. Her email is lisa.novosat-gradert@tri-c.edu and her phone is 216 987 2236. 
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